Frank Yeager
Veteran

Bio
I'm a combat veteran of Operation
Desert Storm, long-time heavy
e uipment operator and construction
company owner, and currently run
multiple businesses both online and
off.

Contact Details

Inventor

Entrepreneur

Speaking topics
Veterans

"Avoid being one of the 22"
Every day 22 veterans commit suicide. I discuss simple, commonsense strategies to help
veterans avoid becoming a statistic. I am the co-author of an upcoming book "How to Build
a Relationship With a Combat Veteran." I discuss:
Avoiding isolation
Building healthy relationships
The importance of community

Number: 724-502-0049
Email: frank.yeager@lanalexcloyd.com
Website: www.frankyeager.net
Address: 5204 Faulk Dr.
Export, PA 15632

Rates
Every event is different. Tell me what
your goals and needs are and I will
make every effort to work with you for
a mutually e uitable result!

Caregivers

"Intimate relationships with disabled people"

Relationships are hard. The additional challenges posed by a partner having a disability can
destroy any chances of a relationship. I co-authored an upcoming book "Mom, I'm Getting
Married to Someone in a Wheelchair." I address:
Whether or not you should be a caregiver.
Intimacy and building a family.
Being prepared for anything.

Contractors

"Do you really want to be a contractor?"
Tradesmen and others get into contracting to "make the big bucks" without knowing what
they're getting into. As detailed in my book "Becoming a Handyman", I teach individuals
and early-stage contractors how to start a solid business with integrity including:
What kind of business is really right for you?
How to start making a REAL pro it on your very irst job.
The importance of good character.

Businesses

"Practical Access"
In our book "The Cardinal Rules of Specialty Customer Relations", Dawn and I explain
how addressing ADA accessibility guidelines can actually make businesses better for all
customers. All that's re uired is a different point of view! We outline:
Avoiding barriers to Entry
The best way to evaluate your space
Employee training

